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Summary
Sparse, knot-based Gaussian processes have enjoyed considerable success as scal-
able approximations to full Gaussian processes. Certain sparse models can be derived
through specific variational approximations to the true posterior, and knots can be
selected to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the approximate and
true posterior.While this has been a successful approach, simultaneous optimization
of knots can be slow due to the number of parameters being optimized. Furthermore,
there have been few proposed methods for selecting the number of knots, and no
experimental results exist in the literature. We propose using a one-at-a-time knot
selection algorithm based on Bayesian optimization to select the number and loca-
tions of knots. We showcase the competitive performance of this method relative to
simultaneous optimization of knots on three benchmark data sets, but at a fraction of
the computational cost.
KEYWORDS:
sparse Gaussian processes, machine learning, knot selection, variational inference, nonparametric regres-
sion
1 INTRODUCTION
Gaussian processes (GPs) are a class of Bayesian nonparametricmodels with a plethora of uses such as nonparametric regression
and classification, spatial and time series modeling, density estimation, and numerical optimization and integration. Their use,
however, is restricted to small data sets due to the need to store and invert an푁 ×푁 covariance matrix, where푁 is the number
of observed data points. This leads to storage scaling (푁2) and computation time scaling (푁3).
To address these computational challenges, there has been a large amount of literature on approximate, sparse GPs, which
achieve linear storage and time complexity in 푁 [20, 25, 19, 21, 1, 7, 5]. Many of these methods rely on a subset of input
locations, which we refer to as knots, to induce marginal covariances between function values. As a consequence, the inverse of
the approximating푁 ×푁 covariance matrix is sparse.
Despite the success of these methods, one significant challenge in practice is selecting the number and locations of knots. One
currently very popular practice is to simultaneously optimize a predefined number of knots alongside covariance parameters with
respect to some objective function using continuous optimization. The two most common objective functions are the marginal
likelihood (or an approximation of it) [21, 15, 4, 12] and the evidence lower bound in the case that a variational inference
approach is taken [22, 4, 11]. While this is often successful in practice, it requires the user to choose the number of knots, 퐾 , up
front. One can opt to make 퐾 as large as is computationally feasible, but this may not always be necessary to achieve accurate
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predictions; we will show this on some real data experiments. Further, as we will show, the computational burden associated with
the continuous optimization may grow substantially due to a large number of additional parameters associated with the knots.
[8] proposed an efficient one-at-a-time (OAT) knot selection algorithm based on Bayesian optimization to select the number
and locations of knots in sparse GPs when the objective function is the marginal likelihood. One aim of their algorithm was to
mitigate optimization issues often encountered when using the marginal likelihood as the objective function. However, they also
found that even when the aforementioned optimization issues were not substantial, the OAT algorithmwas able to effective select
knots where the resulting models were competitively accurate as compared to doing simultaneous optimization. Furthermore,
the OAT algorithm tended to be several times faster than simultaneous optimization.
In this paper, we extend the use of the novel OAT knot selection algorithm in [8] to the context of nonparametric regression
and variational inference. We provide experimental results on three real data sets showing competitive accuracy of models
selected using the OAT algorithm to those chosen via simultaneous optimization, but often at a lower computational cost. We
also compare the performance of the OAT algorithm when used with the evidence lower bound or the marginal likelihood as
the two objective functions.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce Gaussian process regression. Section 3 introduces
the class of knot-based, sparse GPs that we consider. Section 4 describes variational inference generally and in the context of the
relevant sparse GPmodels. We also discuss here some details regarding the evidence lower bound as the knot selection objective
function, and we provide an illustrative, one-dimensional regression example. In Section 5, we show experimental results on
three benchmark data sets, and in Section 6 we conclude with a discussion.
2 GAUSSIAN PROCESS REGRESSION
We assume that we have푁 observations, {(푦푖, 푥
⊤
푖
)}푁
푖=1
, from a data set where each 푦푖 ∈ ℝ is the target of interest, and the values
푥푖 are vectors of input variables where 푥푖 ∈  and is a compact subset ofℝ푑 . We suppose that over there is an unobservable,
real-valued function 푓 ∶  → ℝ taking values 푓 (푥푖). We further suppose that the values of this function give the mean of the
(conditional) distribution of the target random variable 푌푖, and that the 푌푖 random variables are conditionally independent given
the 푓 (푥푖). That is, we assume
푌푖|푓 (푥푖) 푖푛푑∼  (푓 (푥푖), 휏2),
where 휏2 is variance due to random noise. Note that 휏2 is also sometimes called a nugget.
We can use a GP as a prior distribution on the latent function. We denote this as 푓 (푥) ∼ (푚(푥), 푘휃(푥, 푥′)), where 푚(푥) is
the mean function and 푘휃(푥, 푥
′) is the covariance function. We assume the covariance function is parameterized by 휃. We will
use 풙 = {푥푖}
푁
푖=1
to denote the set of observed input locations, and we will use 풙̃ = {푥̃푖}
퐽
푖=1
to denote unobserved input locations
at which we wish to predict the corresponding target values. A GP, by definition, is a collection of random variables such that
any finite subcollection 푓
풙
′ = (푓 (푥′
1
), ..., 푓 (푥′
푀
))⊤ ∼ 푀 (푚풙′ ,Σ풙′풙′ ) where 푚풙′ = (푚(푥′1), ..., 푚(푥′푀 ))⊤ and the 푖푗-th element of
Σ
풙
′
풙
′ (푖, 푗) = 푘휃(푥
′
푖
, 푥′
푗
). In general, we will use notation Σ
풙풙
′ to denote the matrix of covariances between elements of 푓
풙
and 푓
풙
′
where 푖푗-th element of Σ
풙풙
′ (푖, 푗) = 푘휃(푥푖, 푥
′
푗
).
Our assumed data model implies the following joint distribution for (푌 ⊤, 푓⊤
풙
)⊤,[
푌
푓
풙
]
∼
([
푚
풙
푚
풙
]
,
[
Σ
풙풙
+ 휏2퐼 Σ
풙풙
Σ
풙풙
Σ
풙풙
])
.
Similarly, we can write down the distribution for (푌 ⊤, 푓⊤
풙̃
)⊤, which is[
푌
푓
풙̃
]
∼
([
푚
풙
푚
풙̃
]
,
[
Σ
풙풙
+ 휏2퐼 Σ
풙풙̃
Σ
풙̃풙
Σ
풙̃풙̃
])
.
Gaussian process prediction works by formulating the conditional distribution of 푓
풙̃
|푌 , which, using standard rules regarding
multivariate Gaussian distributions, is the following
푓
풙̃
|푌 ∼ (푚
풙̃
+ Σ
풙̃풙
(Σ
풙풙
+ 휏2퐼)−1(푦 − 푚
풙
) , Σ
풙̃풙̃
− Σ
풙̃풙
(Σ
풙풙
+ 휏2퐼)−1Σ
풙풙̃
).
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TABLE 1 Table showing whether or not certain marginal prior (co)variances implied by four sparse GP models match with
the marginal prior (co)variances of the full GP.
Training covariances Training variances Test variances Test covariances
DIC NO NO NO NO
DTC NO NO YES YES
FIC NO YES YES NO
FITC NO YES YES YES
3 SPARSE, KNOT-BASED GAUSSIAN PROCESSES
The sparse Gaussian processes that we consider are all based on the assumption that conditional on a small subset of function
values, the remaining function values in the training set are independent. The input locations corresponding to these function
values have variously been referred to as knots [1, 7], pseudo-inputs [21], or inducing points/inputs [16]. In the remainder, we
will refer to them as knots. We will primarily examine only two sparse models called the deterministic training conditional
(DTC) and the fully independent conditional (FIC) approximations, but it will be useful to discuss an additional two models
(deterministic inducing conditional (DIC) and fully independent training conditional (FITC)) to better understand this class of
knot-based models [16].
Consider 퐾 knots denoted by 풙† = {푥†
푘
}퐾
푘=1
. [16] showed that many of the sparse, knot-based approximate GP posteriors
[20, 19, 21, 1, 7] can be understood as resulting from different kinds of priors on (푓
풙̃
, 푓
풙
, 푓
풙
† ). All approximations result in a
joint prior, 푝(푓
풙̃
, 푓
풙
, 푓
풙
†), that factors as
푝(푓
풙̃
, 푓
풙
, 푓
풙
†) = 푝(푓
풙̃
|푓
풙
†)푝(푓
풙
|푓
풙
† )푝퐺푃 (푓풙†),
where we use the subscript 퐺푃 to specify the distribution implied by the full GP. All approximations require that 푝(푓
풙
|푓
풙
†) =
Π푁
푖=1
푝(푓 (푥푖)|푓풙†) where 푓풙 = (푓 (푥1),… , 푓 (푥푁 )). This results in a sparse precision matrix for 푝(푓풙|푓풙†) as well as for 푝(푓풙).
The four approximations we discuss result from two possible decisions for distributions 푝(푓
풙
|푓
풙
†) and 푝(푓
풙̃
|푓
풙
†). These
approximations were all discussed in [16]. We will reproduce essentially the same exposition for clarity. These four models
result from either correcting the covariance matrix of 푓
풙
|푓
풙
† to be the same as a full GP on the diagonal or by using the full GP
conditional distribution for 푓
풙̃
|푓
풙
† . Table 1 shows the differences between the four sparse models we will consider in terms of
whether or not the prior training and testing (co)variances match with the full GP.
3.1 Deterministic Inducing Conditional
The first and simplest approximation has been called the subset of regressors [18], predictive process model [1], and the deter-
ministic inducing conditional (DIC) approximation [16]. We will use the terminology of [16]. The DIC model assumes that the
latent function is deterministic once given the function values at the knots. Any marginal variance or covariance in the latent
function is therefore induced by the knots. Let Σ
풙풙
′ be the covariance matrix where the 푖푗-th element is given by 푘휃(푥푖, 푥
′
푗
) and
define Ψ
풙풙
′ ≡ Σ
풙풙
†Σ−1
풙
†
풙
†
Σ
풙
†
풙
′ . Then the DIC approximation defines 푝퐷퐼퐶 (푓풙|푓풙† ) and 푝퐷퐼퐶 (푓풙̃|푓풙†) as follows,
푓
풙
|푓
풙
† ∼ (푚
풙
+ Σ푥풙†Σ
−1
풙
†
풙
†(푓풙† − 푚풙† ), 0
)
푓
풙̃
|푓
풙
† ∼ (푚
풙̃
+ Σ
풙̃풙
†Σ−1
풙
†
풙
†(푓풙† − 푚풙†), 0
)
.
This, along with the marginal distribution 푝(푓
풙
†) =  (푚
풙
† ,Σ
풙
†
풙
† ) which will be consistent across all models, implies the
following marginal distributions for 푓
풙
and 푓
풙̃
푝퐷퐼퐶 (푓풙) = (푚풙,Ψ풙풙)
푝퐷퐼퐶 (푓풙̃) = (푚풙̃,Ψ풙̃풙̃).
[1] showed that this approximation is an optimal approximation to the full GP in the sense that for any location, 푥̃,
퐸퐺푃
[
(푓 (푥̃) − 푔(푓
풙
† ))2|| 푓풙†] is minimized when
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푔(푓
풙
† ) = 푚푥̃ + Σ푥̃풙†Σ
−1
풙
†
풙
†(푓풙† − 푚풙†).
The expectation here is taken with respect to the full GP. Despite this optimal property, using this approximation tends to result
in the underestimation of posterior function variances. This is because the prior GP variances for the DIC model are smaller
than for the full GP. To see this, note that for the full GP, 푉퐺푃
[
푓
풙
|푓
풙
†
]
= Σ
풙풙
−Ψ
풙풙
. However, note that 푉퐷퐼퐶
[
푓
풙
|푓
풙
†
]
= Ψ
풙풙
.
Conditional variances are nonnegative implying that the diagonal elements of Ψ
풙풙
are smaller than the corresponding elements
of Σ
풙풙
[1]. The same is true of predictive variances at unobserved locations 풙̃.
3.2 Deterministic Training Conditional
The variance underestimation problem has led to two modifications to the DIC model. The first was discussed in [19] which
involved a different distribution for 푝(푓
풙̃
|푓
풙
†) resulting in a model they call projected latent variables. [16] refer to this model as
the deterministic training conditional (DTC) approximation.Whereas with the DIC model all function values were deterministi-
cally determined by the function values at the knots, the DTC model assumes that this is only true of function values at training
data input locations 푥. However, the function values at 풙̃ are not assumed to be deterministic conditional on the function values
at the knots. Specifically, this approximation assumes that
푓
풙̃
|푓
풙
† ∼ (푚
풙̃
+ Σ
풙̃풙
†Σ−1
풙
†
풙
†(푓풙† − 푚풙†),Σ풙̃풙̃ − Ψ풙̃풙̃).
This is the exact distribution for 푓
풙̃
|푓
풙
† if one were to use the full GP. Thus, 푝퐷퐼퐶(푓풙|푓풙†) = 푝퐷푇퐶 (푓풙|푓풙†), but 푝퐷퐼퐶 (푓풙̃|푓풙†) ≠
푝퐷푇퐶 (푓풙̃|푓풙†) = 푝퐺푃 (푓풙̃|푓풙†).
3.3 Fully Independent Conditional
The second modification to the DIC model was suggested independently in both [21] and [7] and was called a sparse pseudo-
input GP and a modified/bias corrected predictive process model in the two sources, respectively. [16] refer to this model as
the fully independent conditional (FIC) approximation. By contrast to the DIC approximation, the FIC model does not assume
that function values are deterministic conditional on the function values at the knots, but it does assume that function values are
conditionally independent with conditional variances matching that of the full GP.
This approximation makes modifications to both 푝퐷퐼퐶 (푓풙|푓풙† ) and 푝퐷퐼퐶(푓풙̃|푓풙†) as compared to the distributions considered
by the DIC model. FIC assumes the following conditional distributions for 푓
풙
and 푓
풙̃
,
푓
풙
|푓
풙
† ∼ (푚
풙
+ Σ
풙풙
†Σ
−1
풙
†
풙
† (푓풙† − 푚풙† ), diag(Σ풙풙̃ − Ψ풙풙)
)
푓
풙̃
|푓
풙
† ∼ (푚
풙̃
+ Σ
풙̃풙
†Σ
−1
풙
†
풙
† (푓풙† − 푚풙† ), diag(Σ풙̃풙̃ − Ψ풙̃풙̃)
)
.
This implies the following marginal distributions for 푓
풙
and 푓
풙̃
,
푝퐹퐼퐶 (푓풙) = (푚풙, diag(Σ풙풙̃ − Ψ풙풙) + Ψ풙풙)
푝퐹퐼퐶 (푓풙̃) = (푚풙̃, diag(Σ풙̃풙̃ − Ψ풙̃풙̃) + Ψ풙̃풙̃).
Thus, the FIC model assumes the same prior variances as the full GP, but the prior covariances are now different.
3.4 Fully Independent Training Conditional
The final approximation we mention was first explicitly discussed in [16] and named the fully independent training conditional
(FITC) model. This approximation modifies the FIC model so that the predictive covariances match that of the full GP. That is,
푓
풙̃
|푓
풙
† is assumed to have the following distribution
푓
풙̃
|푓
풙
† ∼ (푚
풙̃
+ Σ
풙̃풙
†Σ−1
풙
†
풙
†(푓풙† − 푚풙†),Σ풙̃풙̃ − Ψ풙̃풙̃).
Thus, we have that 푝퐹퐼퐶 (푓풙|푓풙† ) = 푝퐹퐼푇퐶 (푓풙|푓풙†), but 푝퐹퐼퐶 (푓풙̃|푓풙†) ≠ 푝퐹퐼푇퐶 (푓풙̃|푓풙†) = 푝퐺푃 (푓풙̃|푓풙†).
In the remainder, we will focus on the DTC and the FIC approximations. This is because we will see that the posterior
distribution for 푓
풙̃
resulting from the DTC prior can be derived as the marginal of an optimal posterior approximation to
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푝퐺푃 (푓풙̃, 푓풙, 푓풙† |푦) in a sense that we will discuss in Section 4.1. Also, we are primarily interested in marginal predictive
distributions, which are the same for the FIC and FITC models.
4 VARIATIONAL INFERENCE
In this section, we discuss variational inference (VI) in a general context, and in Section 4.1 we discuss the particular approxima-
tion relevant for GP regression. Variational inference is an analytical, optimization-based method for approximating probability
distributions [3]. The goal of VI is to approximate a potentially intractable distribution 푃 defined on with a variational distri-
bution,푄. It is standard to assume that 푃 and푄 have probability densities 푝 and 푞, respectively, with respect to some probability
measure 휇. We then define our objective function to be
(푄||푃 ) = ∫

푞(푧) log
푞(푧)
푝(푧)
푑휇(푧),
the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of 푃 with respect to푄. We will consider this objective function in the context of trying to
approximate posterior distributions of some parameters 푍 given observed data, 푌 . Going forward, we will write 푝(푧|푦) instead
of 푝(푧) to make this explicit.
The KL divergence above is often not analytically tractable. [13], however, showed that minimizing the above KL divergence
is equivalent to maximizing a lower bound on the log-likelihood, commonly called the evidence lower bound (or ELBO). We
reproduce this derivation as it is shown in [3]. The KL divergence can be written as
(푄||푃 ) = 퐸 [log 푞(푧)] − 퐸 [log 푝(푧, 푦)] + 퐸 [log 푝(푦)]
= 퐸
[
log 푞(푧)
]
− 퐸
[
log 푝(푧, 푦)
]
+ log 푝(푦),
where expectations are with respect to the distribution 푄. By rearranging terms, we see that
log 푝(푦) = (푄||푃 ) + 퐸 [log 푝(푧, 푦) − 퐸 [log 푞(푧)]]
≥ 퐸 [log 푝(푧, 푦)] − 퐸 [log 푞(푧)]
= 퐸퐿퐵푂(푞).
Thus, we see that by maximizing 퐸퐿퐵푂(푞) with respect to the distribution 푞, we minimize (푄||푃 ) since 푙표푔푝(푦) is not a
function of 푞. For example, when log 푝(푦) = 퐸
[
log 푝(푥, 푦)
]
− 퐸
[
log 푞(푥)
]
, it must be that (푄||푃 ) = 0 which implies that
푃 = 푄. In general, any arbitrary푄 need not result in an analytically tractable expression for the ELBO. However, typically 푞(푧)
and 푝(푧, 푦) will have analytical expressions, but the expectations may be challenging or impossible to compute analytically.
4.1 Variational Inference in Sparse GPs
[22] showed how the approximate posterior, 푝퐷푇퐶 (푓풙̃|푦), can be derived by using a predictive distribution that can be written
as ∫ 푝퐺푃 (푓풙̃|푓풙†)ℎ∗(푓풙†)푑푓풙† , where ℎ∗(푓풙†) = 푝퐷푇퐶 (푓풙† |푦) is the marginal distribution resulting from the optimal variational
approximation to 푝퐺푃 (푓풙, 푓풙† |푦) in the class of distributions, , with densities 푞 that can be written as
푞(푓
풙
, 푓
풙
†) = 푝퐺푃 (푓풙|푓풙† )ℎ(푓풙†).
Here, note that ℎ is considered to be a “free form" variational distribution for 푓
풙
† , meaning that it is not restricted to be from
any specific distributional family. [19] derives essentially the same result while pursuing the goal of finding and justifying a
sparse likelihood approximation. We reproduce essentially the same derivation of the optimal variational distribution and the
corresponding ELBO in the Appendix A. The ELBO arising from this optimal variational approximation is given by
퐸퐿퐵푂(푞∗) = log
[ (푦 ; 푚
풙
,Ψ
풙풙
+ 휏2퐼) −
1
2휏2
푇 푟
(
푉
[
푓
풙
|푓
풙
†
])]
,
where we use 푞∗ to denote the optimal variational distribution.
Using the optimal variational approximation and ELBO, derivatives of the ELBO are taken with respect to covariance param-
eters and the knots. These derivatives can be used to optimize the ELBO using a gradient-based optimization routine. In keeping
with terminology in [2], we will refer to the model resulting from this variational approximation in combination with using the
ELBO for model selection the variational free energy (VFE) model.
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4.2 Knot Selection Using the ELBO
The ELBO is an appealing objective function for knot selection for two reasons. The first is that the ELBO never decreases with
an addition of a new knot [22, 2], and the second reason is that placing knots at each observed input location recovers the full GP
log-likelihood [22]. However, adding knots one-at-a-time can be practically tricky. An intuitively reasonable method for adding
knots would be to alternative between optimizing the ELBO with respect to covariance parameters and with respect to one or
more new knots. However, Figure 1 shows a phenomenon discussed in [2] where spikes in the ELBO exist whenever a new
knot is placed directly on top of a previously existing knot. Further, [2] also note that the addition of a small noise variance of
-5
0
5
0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0
x
y
-512.5
-510.0
-507.5
0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0
6th Knot
E
L
B
O
FIGURE 1 The top panel shows the fit from a five knot VFE model, while the bottom panel shows the ELBO values as a
function of a single, sixth knot with first five knots (blue and red +). The ELBO value for the model with the first five knots
(horizontal gray line).
푓 (푥), often necessary for numerical stability of matrix inverses, results in a widening of these spikes. This causes suboptimal
local maxima, which can be sufficient to disrupt an optimization algorithm.
[22] suggested the possibility of greedily adding a knot by choosing the value that maximized improvement to the ELBO
over some small random sample of observed data locations. While this may often work in practice, [8] proposed using Bayesian
optimization to efficiently propose a new knot which is then optimized alongside covariance parameters holding previous knots
fixed. [8] showed that compared to simultaneous optimization of all knots, their OAT knot selection algorithm was often at least
as accurate but was usually many times faster. Thus, we propose using a slightly modified version of the OAT method to select
knots using the ELBO from the VFE method as the objective function. The only difference between our implementation here
and the implementation in [8] is that we do not condition on the values of the ELBO when the new knot is located in the same
spot as an existing knot in the Bayesian optimization knot proposal function. As in [8], we refer to the OAT algorithm that uses
Bayesian optimization for the proposal function as the OAT-BO algorithm. In every application, we use the squared exponential
covariance function, 푘휃(푥, 푥
′) = 휎2푒
−||푥−푥′||
2퓁2 .
As an illustrative example, Figure 2 shows results on a synthetic, one dimensional regression problemwith 300 observations.
We see that the OAT-BO algorithm selects knots roughly uniformly across the x-axis and selects roughly the same numbers of
knots. We also see that the refinements to the knots placed by the OAT-BO algorithm in the bottom row are minimal. Thus, in
this case, the OAT-BO algorithm appears to have placed knots near a local maximum. The predictions and uncertainties from
each fit looks nearly identical.
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FIGURE 2 VFE model fits to a 300 observation synthetic, one dimensional regression using the OAT-BO algorithm (top row)
and refinements to the placed knots through simultaneous optimization (bottom row). Initial knots (red +) and final knots (blue
+) are shown on the top and bottom of each plot, respectively.
5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we compare the OAT-BO algorithm to several alternatives for knot selection on three publicly available data
sets. In all experiments, we test the OAT-BO algorithm in the VFE model, the OAT-BO algorithm in an FIC model where
the model selection objective function is the marginal likelihood, the OAT algorithm using the best of random subset (RS)
proposal as in [8], and a refinement of the fit of the VFE model selected through the OAT-BO algorithm by simultaneously
optimizing all knots and covariance parameters. In every model, we add a small nugget to the latent function to ensure that the
relevant inverses are numerically stable. Knots for all models, except for the VFE refinement, were initialized using k-means
clustering. Covariance parameters in all models were initialized to the same values. The maximum number of knots allowed
by all OAT algorithms was set to 80. Further, the number of knots in the simultaneously optimized models were set to be
equal to the number found by the OAT-BO algorithm. Lastly, all gradient based optimizations were done using ADADELTA
[26], as in [8]. R [17] code to reproduce all results in this work is available as a package called sparseRGPs available at
https://github.com/nategarton13/sparseRGPs.
We use the same, slightly modified versions of canonical performance metrics in [8], reflecting the fact that we are only
interested in marginal predictive densities. The two main metrics we consider are common to all of our experiments. The first
metric is the median negative log-probability (MNLP), which is calculated as
푀푁퐿푃 = median푖∈1,...,푁푡푒푠푡{− log 푝(푦̃푖|풙†, 휃̂, 푦)}.
Lower MNLP values correspond to more accurate marginal predictive densities. The second metric we calculate is standardized
root mean squared error (SRMSE), which is calculated by averaging the squared differences between predictions and the test
data and normalized by the sample standard deviation on the test set. That is,
푆푅푀푆퐸 = 휎−1
푦̃
√√√√ 1
푁푡푒푠푡
푁푡푒푠푡∑
푖=1
(퐸
[
푓 (풙̃푖)|푌 ] − 푦̃푖)2,
where 휎2
푦̃
=
1
푁푡푒푠푡−1
∑푁푡푒푠푡
푖=1
(푦̃푖 − 푦̃
¯
)2, 푦̃
¯
=
1
푁푡푒푠푡
∑푁푡푒푠푡
푖=1
푦̃푖, and 푦̃ is the vector of test set target values. Additionally, we provide the
time in seconds required to train each model and the final number of knots used for each.
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5.1 Boston Housing Data
The first data set that we consider is the Boston housing data set1 [10]. As in [8], we use “% lower status of the population”,
“average number of rooms per dwelling” and “pupil-teacher ratio by town” to predict themedian value of owner occupied homes.
We also removed observations where the median value was less than $50,000, leaving 490 observations. For each of five runs,
we randomly selected ≈ 80% of the data for training and used the remaining 20% for prediction. In addition to the four models
mentioned in Section 5, this data set is small enough that we can easily fit the full GP. Additionally, to more accurately provide
results for what is currently common practice, we also provide results for a VFE model where knots and covariance parameters
are found by simultaneous optimization and knots are initialized with k-means clustering. Table 2 provides a summary of the
models that we fit for this data set.
TABLE 2 List of models fit to the Boston housing data. The first model in the table is a full GP.
Model Knot Selection Approximation Knot Init.
FGP - - -
OBVk OAT-BO VFE k-means
ORVk OAT-RS VFE k-means
OBFk OAT-BO FIC k-means
SVk Simult. VFE k-means
SVO Simult. VFE OAT-BO
In addition to MNLP and SRMSE, we also measure the difference between predictions resulting from the full GP and those
resulting from the sparse models. For this, we use the average univariate Kullback-Leibler divergence (AUKL) (or its log value)
between the predictive density from the full GP versus that of each sparse model. We calculate this as
퐴푈퐾퐿 =
1
푁푡푒푠푡
푁푡푒푠푡∑
푖=1
∫ 푝푓푢푙푙(푓 (풙̃푖)|휃̂, 푦) log 푝푓푢푙푙(푓 (풙̃푖)|휃̂, 푦)푝푠푝푎푟푠푒(푓 (풙̃푖)|풙†, 휃̂, 푦)푑푓 (풙̃푖).
Figure 3 shows results from eachmodel on each random test set of the Boston data. Broadly speaking, we see close agreement
across all five runs of the accuracy measures for the VFE and the full GP models. However, we see that the simultaneously
optimized VFE models tend to take two or three times longer to fit. Any differences between using the BO and the RS proposal
seem to beminimal. The FICmodel had the largest differences between the other models. For one, it tends to choosemodels with
fewer than half as many knots as the VFE models. As one might expect, this corresponds to substantially different predictive
distributions compared to the full GP as measured by the (log base 10) AUKL. However, it is unclear if the FICmodel makes less
accurate point predictions since, other than on the third run, the SRMSE values are competitive with each of the other models.
Furthermore, the FIC MNLP values are smallest for all but the first run where MNLP is similar to the other models.
5.2 Airfoil Data
In the second experiment, we use the Airfoil self-noise data set2, which is available from the UCI machine learning repository
[6]. The goal is to predict a component of the overall noise, measured in decibels, generated by the airfoil blade of certain aircraft
from five continuous predictors [9]. We fit the same set of models as in the Boston experiment, which are listed in Table 2 .
Figure 4 shows results from each model on each random test set of the Airfoil data. Here, results differ slightly from those on
the Boston housing data. We see consistent results for the VFE models chosen via OAT-BO and OAT-RS methods, but simulta-
neous optimization seems to result in relatively small, but consistent improvements over the OAT methods. This improvement
comes at an additional computational cost, which is occasionally reduced through initializing knots to those in the VFE model
chosen by the OAT-BO algorithm. The average time to fit the VFE model with the OAT-BO algorithm was close to 10% of the
average time required by the simultaneously optimized VFE model initialized with k-means. Interestingly, while we see the FIC
1http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/boston
2https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Airfoil+Self-Noise
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FIGURE 3 Results on the Boston housing data set for five randomly sampled training and test sets. Model enumeration
corresponds to Table 2 .
model is again competitive with respect to the MNLP metric, it now performs consistently worse in terms of SRMSE, explain-
ing roughly 0.52−0.452 = 5% to 0.552−0.452 = 10% less variability in the target variable than the VFE models selected using
the OAT algorithm.
5.3 Combined Cycle Power Plant Data
For our third and final experiment, we consider the Combined Cycle Power Plant (CCPP) data set3, which is available from the
UCI machine learning repository [6]. The goal is to predict the full load power output of a combined cycle power plant [14, 24].
The data set consists of 9568 observations the target variable, power output, along with four other predictor variables. We
randomly split the data five times ≈ 50/50 into training and testing sets and provide results for a subset of the models considered
in the previous experiments. We do not fit the full GP nor do we fit VFE models with simultaneous knot optimization where the
knot initialization was done with k-means due to time constraints. As such, we do not compute the AUKL measure here. Table
3 summarizes the four different models fit on each experimental run. Model enumeration is kept consistent with the previous
experiments for clarity.
3https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Combined+Cycle+Power+Plant
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FIGURE 4 Results on the Airfoil data set for five randomly sampled training and test sets. Model enumeration corresponds to
Table 2 .
TABLE 3 List of models fit to the CCPP data set.
Model Knot Selection Approximation Knot Init.
OBVk OAT-BO VFE k-means
ORVk OAT-RS VFE k-means
OBFk OAT-BO FIC k-means
SVO Simult. VFE OAT-BO
Figure 5 shows results of the four models for the five experimental runs. Overall, the four models are similarly accurate
with different models achieving MNLP values between roughly 2.74 and 2.83 and SRMSE values between roughly 0.23 and
0.25 across all five runs. Consistent with results on the Airfoil data, we see that simultaneous optimization of the knots found
by the OAT-BO algorithm in the VFE model results in consistent improvements to the MNLP and SRMSE values. When the
OAT-BO algorithm selects the full 80 possible knots, training time is approximately six to seven times slower when doing the
simultaneous optimization in the VFE model. Surprisingly, despite the FIC model often having a smaller number knots than the
VFE models, training times tended to be roughly comparable to the simultaneous optimization in the VFE model.
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6 DISCUSSION
We’ve tested the OAT knot selection algorithm proposed in [8] to choose the number and locations of knots in the approximate
GP regression model proposed by [22]. We compared results on three benchmark regression tasks, and found that using the OAT
algorithm is always several times faster and results in predictions that are competitive with simultaneous optimization of knots.
We did see that it is sometimes possible to slightly improve the models found using the OAT algorithm by refining the knot
locations through simultaneous optimization. Thus, time permitting, one could consider using the OAT algorithm as a way to get
a good initialization. Further, while we initialized covariance parameters identically in all models for the sake of comparability,
we suspect that it would be much faster to initialize covariance parameters to those found by OAT in the case that OAT is used
as an initialization step.
Interestingly, we did not see substantial differences between using the RS proposal mechanism and the BO proposal mech-
anism. This is consistent with what was found in [8] when the marginal likelihood was used as the objective function. We do
find some evidence that when a model with few knots can perform well as in, for example, the Boston housing example, using
the BO proposal tended to select slightly sparser models than the RS proposal. This may also have been true of the CCPP data,
as there the average number of knots selected by the OAT-BO proposal was smaller than the average number of knots selected
by the OAT-RS proposal, but this was not consistent across runs. The VFE models using the BO proposal had, on average,
four fewer final knots than using the RS proposal. This makes sense, as the Bayesian optimization should be more efficiently
searching candidate knots and avoiding local maxima. However, in the Airfoil data, where 80 knots were always selected in the
OAT models, accuracy was indistinguishable between the RS and the BO proposals. [8] suggested some reasons as to why this
BO proposal may not outperform the RS proposal such as the possibility that the Bayesian optimization spends too much time
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exploring local maxima or that finding a global maximum for a new knot tends to result in a final set of knots that is too sparse
or clearly suboptimal.
Finally, we also showed how the VFE models compared to the FIC models where optimization was done through the OAT-
BO algorithm. When the objective function is the log-marginal likelihood, the OAT algorithm tends to reliably avoid placing
knots directly on top of each other as has been discussed by, for example, [2]. The OAT-BO algorithm often chooses sparser FIC
models than VFE. Interestingly, this did not consistently result in either faster training time or reduced accuracy by the measures
we considered. We do, however, see that the FIC model does not approximate the full GP nearly as well as the VFE model does,
as measured by the KL divergence between the predictive distributions coming from the full GP to the sparse models. The fact
that this occurs, but that MNLP and SRMSE values can be competitive with the full GP and the VFE models suggests that the
FIC approximation has utility beyond its ability to mimic a full GP.With that being said, if the goal of the modeler is to efficiently
estimate predictive densities resembling a full GP, then, like [2], our recommendation is to use the VFE approximation over the
FIC model.
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APPENDIX
A OPTIMAL VARIATIONAL DISTRIBUTION DERIVATION
Here we reproduce essentially the same derivation of the optimal variational distribution and the corresponding ELBO from
[23]. Note that by “optimal variational distribution", we mean that for the class of approximate posteriors that we consider and
for a fixed set of knots, we can find the exact approximate posterior that maximizes the ELBO. Our minor modification to the
derivation in [23] allows one to arrive at the same approximation in a slightly simpler way. We may simply modify our target
posterior distribution to be 푝퐺푃 (푓풙̃, 푓풙, 푓풙† |푦) and use a modified class of distributions,, with densities 푟 that can be written as
푟(푓
풙̃
, 푓
풙
, 푓
풙
† ) = 푝퐺푃 (푓풙̃, 푓풙|푓풙†)ℎ(푓풙†).
We can then write down the ELBO as follows
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퐸퐿퐵푂(푟) = 퐸푟
[
log 푝(푦|푓
풙
)푝퐺푃 (푓풙̃, 푓풙|푓풙†)푝퐺푃 (푓풙†)] − 퐸푟 [log 푝퐺푃 (푓풙̃, 푓풙|푓풙†)ℎ(푓풙†)]
= 퐸푟
[
log
푝(푦|푓
풙
)푝퐺푃 (푓풙̃, 푓풙|푓풙†)푝퐺푃 (푓풙† )
푝퐺푃 (푓풙̃, 푓풙|푓풙†)ℎ(푓풙†)
]
= 퐸푟
[
log
푝(푦|푓
풙
)푝퐺푃 (푓풙† )
ℎ(푓
풙
†)
]
= ∫ 푝퐺푃 (푓풙̃, 푓풙|푓풙†)ℎ(푓풙†) log 푝(푦|푓풙)푝퐺푃 (푓풙† )ℎ(푓
풙
†)
푑푓
풙
푑푓
풙̃
푑푓
풙
†
= ∫ 푝퐺푃 (푓풙|푓풙†)ℎ(푓풙† ) log 푝(푦|푓풙)푝퐺푃 (푓풙†)ℎ(푓
풙
† )
푑푓
풙
푑푓
풙
†
= 퐸ℎ
[
log
푝퐺푃 (푓풙† )
ℎ(푓
풙
†)
+ ∫ 푝퐺푃 (푓풙|푓풙†) log 푝(푦|푓풙)푑푓풙
]
.
This is the same ELBO as derived by [22], and so the same arguments apply to derive the optimal distribution ℎ∗. The remain-
ing work is replicated from [23] with some minor notational differences. First, we evaluate ∫ 푝퐺푃 (푓풙|푓풙†) log 푝(푦|푓풙)푑푓풙
analytically as follows,
∫ 푝퐺푃 (푓풙|푓풙†) log 푝(푦|푓풙)푑푓풙
= 퐸푝
[
−
푁
2
log(2휋휏2) −
1
2휏2
∑푁
푖=1
(푦푖 − 푓 (푥푖))
2||| 푓풙†
]
= −
푁
2
log(2휋휏2) −
1
2휏2
퐸푝
[∑푁
푖=1
( [
푦푖 −m(푥푖)
]
−
[
푓 (푥푖) −m(푥푖)
] )2|||| 푓풙†
]
= −
푁
2
log(2휋휏2) −
1
2휏2
[∑푁
푖=1
(
푦푖 −m(푥푖)
)2
+ 푇 푟
(
Σ
풙풙
− Σ
풙풙
†Σ−1
풙
†
풙
†
Σ
풙
†
풙
)]
≡ log퐺(푓
풙
† , 푦),
where m(푥푖) ≡ 퐸푝 [푓 (푥푖)|푓풙†], and expectations are with respect to 푝퐺푃 (푓풙|푓풙†). In the future, it will be useful to note that
log퐺(푓
풙
† , 푦) = log (푦;m(풙), 휏2퐼) − 1
2휏2
푇 푟
(
푉
[
푓
풙
|푓
풙
†
])
.
We then note that
퐸퐿퐵푂(푟) = ∫ ℎ(푓풙† ) log
퐺(푓
풙
† , 푦)푝퐺푃 (푓풙† )
ℎ(푓
풙
†)
푑푓
풙
† .
We now look for a distribution ℎ that achieves an upper bound on the ELBO. We can do this, as explained by [23], by using
Jensen’s inequality to see that
퐸퐿퐵푂(푟) = ∫ ℎ(푓풙†) log
퐺(푓
풙
† , 푦)푝퐺푃 (푓풙†)
ℎ(푓
풙
† )
푑푓
풙
†
≤ log∫ 퐺(푓풙† , 푦)푝퐺푃 (푓풙† )푑푓풙†
= log
[ (푦 ; 푚
풙
,Ψ
풙풙
+ 휏2퐼) −
1
2휏2
푇 푟
(
푉
[
푓
풙
|푓
풙
†
])]
,
where, recall that we’ve definedΨ
풙풙
= Σ
풙
†
풙
Σ−1
풙
†
풙
†
Σ
풙풙
† . Jensen’s inequality becomes an equality when
퐺(푓
풙
† ,푦)푝퐺푃 (푓풙† )
ℎ(푓
풙
† )
is a constant,
and this occurs when ℎ(푓
풙
† ) ∝ (푦;m(풙), 휏2퐼)푝(푓
풙
† ). The term on the right hand side of the proportionality sign can be viewed
as a joint distribution for (푌 , 푓
풙
† ) resulting from a Gaussian likelihood with a Gaussian prior on the mean. Further, note that the
analytically tractable posterior for 푓
풙
† given 푦 in this model is proportional to the joint distribution, and thus works as a choice
for ℎ(푓
풙
†). Thus, we set
ℎ∗(푓
풙
†) = (푚
풙
† + Σ
풙
†
풙
[
Ψ
풙풙
+ 휏2퐼
]−1
(푦 − 푚
풙
),Σ
풙
†
풙
† − Σ
풙
†
풙
[
Ψ
풙풙
+ 휏2퐼
]−1
Σ
풙풙
† ).
Using the fact that this choice for ℎ is, in fact the posterior distribution for the model
푌 |푓
풙
† ∼ (m
풙
, 휏2퐼)
푓
풙
† ∼ (푚
풙
† ,Σ
풙
†
풙
† ),
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with marginal likelihood 푌 ∼  (푚푥,Ψ풙풙 + 휏2퐼), it is trivial to show that this choice of ℎ achieves the upper bound on the
ELBO and is therefore optimal. Moreover, we have shown that the ELBO is, in fact, equal to
퐸퐿퐵푂(푟∗) = log
[ (푦 ; 푚
풙
,Ψ
풙풙
+ 휏2퐼) −
1
2휏2
푇 푟
(
푉
[
푓
풙
|푓
풙
†
])]
,
where we use 푟∗ to denote the optimal variational distribution.
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